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INTRODUCTION

We face a daunting challenge: describe in limited space the manner in which the United States regulates medical practice by compensating patients harmed by medical treatments, and summarize the enormous empirical literature addressing these subjects. The task would be difficult even if the United States had a single system for handling these issues. In fact, it has a patchwork of arrangements that divide responsibility among diverse governments (federal and state), regulators (medical boards, insurance commissioners, and others), and private entities (including, but not limited to, hospitals, insurance carriers, physicians, and patients). The health care system in the U.S. is famously fragmented, making both regulation and summarization trying affairs.¹

One level of complexity is the result of federalism: the United States has more than fifty distinct state-level regulatory and legal systems, each with its own variations and idiosyncrasies.² Consider a simple example: more than thirty states cap damages in medical malpractice cases. In states that limit damages, the details of the cap vary widely. A few states restrict total damages, but most limit only non-economic damages (i.e., pain and suffering). The caps are set at different levels, and only some adjust for inflation. Some caps vary depending on whether the plaintiff is deceased. Others are tied to the number of defendants. Some impose different caps
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1. Einer Elhauge, Why We Should Care About Health Care Fragmentation and How To Fix It, in THE FRAGMENTATION OF U.S. HEALTH CARE: CAUSES AND SOLUTIONS 1, 3 (Einer Elhauge ed., 2010).

2. Yes, we know how many states there are. But, when you include the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico (not to mention Guam and the other territories) there are more than fifty separate systems of malpractice law/entities with regulatory authority over the practice of medicine. Thus, there are fifty-six Medicaid program, even though there are only fifty states. U.S. DEP'T. OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVS., MEDICAID PROGRAM OVERVIEW, A PROFILE OF MEDICAID, 6 (Sept. 2000), available at https://www.cms.gov/TheChartSeries/downloads/2Tchartbk.pdf.
depending on whether the defendant is a physician or an institutional defendant (i.e., a hospital or nursing home). Thus, there is substantial state-level variation in the amount of damages that may be awarded in medical malpractice cases even in states that cap damages—variation that naturally increases when states that do not cap damages are added to the mix.

Further complications result from the interaction of the state and federal systems. Although states possess primary regulatory authority over both the practice of medicine and civil and criminal litigation, the federal government plays an important role as a major purchaser of health care services: through Medicare, Medicaid, and SCHIP, and as a provider of health care services through the Veterans Administration and the Indian Health Service; through the U.S. Food & Drug Administration’s exclusive licensing authority regarding the sale of pharmaceuticals and medical devices; through federal regulation of controlled substances (which influences pain management practices); and through federal regulation of billing practices (through the civil False Claims Act and criminal prohibitions on health care fraud and abuse). The federal government’s role may also grow if it ends up operating the exchanges that are to be adopted pursuant to the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA).

To be sure, federal courts play a less significant role than state courts. Federal authority over malpractice is limited to cases brought under the Federal Tort Claims Act, and concurrent jurisdiction in cases involving citizens of different states where more than $75,000 is at issue.3 But federal courts have played leading roles in high-profile lawsuits affecting health care policies, including cases in which physicians have challenged private payers’ reimbursement practices, cases in which physicians, pharmacies, and nursing homes have sought to overturn reductions in Medicaid payments imposed by states, and cases in which states and private parties have argued that the PPACA is unconstitutional.

A final level of complexity results from the multiplicity of entities with implicit or explicit authority over the practice of medicine, including medical schools, residency programs, accrediting agencies, specialty boards, teaching and community hospitals, courts, and state licensing agencies. State and federal agencies also maintain registries or databases of adverse events, payouts in malpractice cases, infection rates, and mortality and morbidity rates for medical procedures. If one broadens the field to encompass insurers, there are public and private entities covering various sections of the population, whose purchasing and coverage rules can influ-

3. The Federal Tort Claims Act covers malpractice actions involving federal employees and volunteers at federally qualified health centers and free clinics.
ence the frequency of adverse medical events and the financial consequences for those who suffer a medical injury. Liability insurers, who absorb losses and sometimes refuse to continue coverage, may also influence treatment patterns.

There is one area marked by simplicity and clarity: apart from the population-specific coverage of Medicare (people who are sixty-five years and older and those in chronic renal failure), Medicaid (the poor), and SCHIP (children below a specified income level), the United States does not have a social insurance system. Thus, for a clear majority of the population, there is no occasion to describe the interaction between the social insurance and tort systems. Even for those who participate in these programs, there is little to discuss, since they have historically occupied different spheres. Administrators of the Medicare and Medicaid programs, for example, have long viewed their job as paying for the care received by their beneficiaries, and have not troubled themselves unduly about the quality and cost-effectiveness of that care. Until quite recently, when a Medicare or Medicaid beneficiary suffered a medical injury, both programs simply paid the resulting bills—creating exactly the wrong incentives. Neither program took steps to improve the way providers responded to malpractice claims. To the contrary, as things currently stand, both programs probably weaken the liability system’s ability to police negligent practitioners. Because both programs pay for the bills that result from a medical injury, they have a statutory subrogation right that entitles them to share in any recovery. The amounts left over once Medicare and Medicaid have been repaid are often too small to motivate patients to sue—let alone to motivate a plaintiffs’ attorney to take their cases.

Part I turns to a more detailed description of the details of the regulatory, liability, and compensation systems. Part II explores the literature on medical error/adverse events, and the performance of the liability system. Part III evaluates how ordinary citizens feel about the liability system. Part IV describes how incentives shape the performance of these interlocking systems. Part V offers a perspective from our work with closed malpractice claims from Texas. Part VI concludes.

I. DETAILS OF THE APPLICABLE REGULATORY AND LIABILITY/COMPENSATION SYSTEMS

A. Regulating the Delivery of Medical Care

To practice medicine, an individual must graduate from a medical school, complete an accredited residency, and obtain a license to practice
medicine from a state licensing board—with the requirements varying from state to state. Licenses do not typically differentiate based on medical specialty; both a pediatrician and a neurosurgeon secure an identical license to practice medicine from the issuing authority. All fifty states impose a requirement for Continuing Medical Education (CME) to maintain licensure. However, no state requires malpractice/error-prone physicians to undergo more frequent CME, or take affirmative steps to reduce the frequency of these problems. A physician may obtain board certification in a particular specialty or specialties, but certification is voluntary. However, many boards require CME as a condition of continued board certification.

Once physicians are licensed, other entities can influence the scope of their practice. A physician who wishes to admit patients to a hospital must obtain “privileges” at that institution. Hospitals can condition the granting of privileges in various ways, and may limit the services that physicians may provide using hospital resources (i.e., a hospital is unlikely to allow a pediatrician to perform neurosurgery). Hospitals generally require physicians to maintain malpractice coverage in a specified amount, with the precise amount varying from hospital to hospital. Physicians may also become direct employees of a hospital or of a managed care plan, and those entities can also impose restrictions on the scope of practice.

Hospitals are accredited by private entities. These accrediting entities profoundly influence the behavior of hospitals, because loss of accreditation means that the hospital may not be paid for the services it provides (at least not by public payers).

State medical boards are supposed to regulate the quality of health care provided by state-licensed physicians, but in practice these boards are lax. A 2011 report studied how state medical boards handled the cases of 10,672 physicians whose clinical privileges were revoked or restricted by a hospital. They found that state medical boards had taken no action in over


5. The Joint Commission on Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) has played a significant role in recent years in encouraging hospitals to adopt patient safety initiatives. Kelly J. Devers et al., What Is Driving Hospitals' Patient-Safety Efforts?, 23 HEALTH AFF. 103, 112–13 (2004). JCAHO has not always had this reputation, as an excerpt from an online posting by a hospital administrator indicates:

We never worried about JCAHO until the three months prior and the two days of the inspection. In the three months prior we backdated all the documentation that we needed to get through the inspection, and in the two days they were there we spent telling them how focused we were on quality, etc. As long as the paperwork is in order, people can be dying in the halls and there could be guppies in the IV fluid; the JCAHO wouldn’t notice.


half of these cases. Because hospitals generally restrict clinical privileges only in response to the worst cases, this study suggests that state medical boards are failing to address even the problems that are identified for them by others.

In reality, the most significant “regulator” of health care practice is the payment system. At least at the federal level, payment policy is health policy, and health policy is payment policy. In recent years, public and private payers have taken baby steps in the direction of using their payment systems to reward error-free care. These programs have been variously described as “value-based purchasing,” “payment for performance,” and non-payment for “never events.” Unfortunately, these efforts have not changed the core incentives created by the dominant encounter-based, quality-insensitive, fee-for-service payment system that otherwise rules the roost.

**B. Liability/Compensation Systems**

1. Fault-Based (Negligence)

In the United States, the determination of liability and compensation is almost entirely the province of the civil tort system. As detailed below, there are small pockets of no-fault liability, but negligence is the rule for most patients in most settings. Plaintiffs may not recover for injuries stemming from adverse events or errors unless a provider was negligent—and as outlined in Part III, most negligently injured patients do not recover, regardless.

Malpractice straddles the divide between contract and tort. Most lawsuits arise out of a consensual relationship between physician and patient, creating an implied duty to exercise reasonable care. States have struck down attempts to modify or eliminate this duty by contract, although many have allowed contracting over other terms (such as whether plaintiffs must arbitrate their claims). States have also experimented with a wide array of tort reforms, including a number of process-based reforms (e.g., screening panels, certificates of merit, and abbreviated statutes of limitation). Table 1 gives a sense of the range of tort reforms that jurisdictions have adopted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insurance Market Reforms</th>
<th>Medical Quality Reforms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joint underwriting associations/patient compensation funds</td>
<td>Peer review protections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior approval of rate increases</td>
<td>Mandatory reporting of liability payouts and errors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandatory reporting of closed claims</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. Malpractice Reforms**
The failure to exercise reasonable care is treated as a tort, and tort remedies are available for breach. For most specialties, states have largely abandoned the “locality rule” that treated compliance with local custom as a complete defense. However, legislatures have responded by imposing limitations on who can testify about the standard of care—effectively re-imposing a modified version of the locality rule while simultaneously increasing the costs of litigating such cases (since limiting the supply of experts effectively increases the fees that those experts can command).

In order to recover, plaintiffs must prove “negligence”—that their providers failed to exercise due care. As always, the plaintiff must establish the four elements of a tort lawsuit: (1) duty, (2) breach, (3) proximate cause, and (4) damages. “Duty” means that there was a relationship between patient and provider sufficient to trigger an obligation to exercise due care in the treatment of the patient. (Most of the time, duty is a non-issue, particularly if there is a pre-existing relationship between provider and patient.) “Breach” means that the provider failed to exercise the care expected of a reasonably skilled provider. Establishing breach requires expert testimony, since the touchstone for establishing liability is proof of a
deviation from the standard of care. (In some states, customary treatment is by definition not negligent, but most states have moved to a more demanding standard.)

“Proximate cause” means that the breach of the standard of care was the cause in fact of compensable injury. Thus, injuries that are too remotely related to the alleged cause cannot result in compensation.

Causation often involves complicated issues, which is part of the reason that malpractice litigation is expensive. Indeed, for most malpractice cases, causation is the primary issue in dispute. Many states allow for recovery of “lost chance,” but there is variation in how large the chance must be. Similarly, although all states allow for recovery if the physician has not obtained informed consent, such cases are not usually sufficiently remunerative for them to be brought, barring exceptional circumstances.

In all states, the plaintiff bears the burden of proof on all issues (i.e., they must prove their position is “more likely than not”). If the plaintiff is seeking punitive damages, many states impose a higher burden of proof (“clear and convincing evidence”) and other procedural barriers. There are also constitutional limitations on the size of punitive damages (they must generally be less than ten times the compensatory damages) and the processes employed to determine whether such damages are appropriate. To be sure, punitive damages are not that common in medical malpractice cases, occurring in fewer than 5 percent of tried and settled cases.

Compensatory damages take two forms: economic (e.g., lost earnings and medical bills), and non-economic (e.g., pain and suffering). Proving damages is generally straightforward for economic losses, but can be difficult or contentious when parties disagree about patients’ future earnings or the severity or likely duration of patients’ disabilities. Non-economic damages are more speculative, but they are strongly correlated with economic damages.
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Criminal liability for malpractice is extraordinarily rare. (One of us referred to it elsewhere as “the unicorn” of malpractice policy). The decision to initiate such cases lies with prosecutors at the county, state, and federal level, some of whom are elected. When such cases are brought, they are often the result of a highly visible death that resulted from egregious misconduct. For example, a pharmacist who diluted chemotherapy drugs was criminally prosecuted and sentenced to prison. A less clear-cut scenario involves physicians who practice pain management, and were prosecuted for writing “excess” prescriptions after patients overdosed or were caught selling the pharmaceuticals. Finally, nurses have been prosecuted for criminal negligence following the administration of an incorrect dose or the wrong medicine to a patient that subsequently died.

In some instances, civil fraud claims are brought against physicians for conduct that could also be characterized as malpractice. Such claims are often initiated by whistle-blowers, who receive a share of any proceeds. For example, after two whistle-blowers filed complaints, the Department of Justice pursued False Claims Act litigation against two physicians and a hospital for performing unnecessary surgery. In this case, individual plaintiffs also brought malpractice claims against the physicians and hospital. Even though the facts were quite egregious, criminal charges were not brought, and there was a package settlement of the malpractice and civil False Claims Act claims.

Dissatisfied patients have two primary means of complaining. They can contact the relevant state’s licensing board, which may revoke or limit the licenses of physicians found to have acted improperly. The utility of this mechanism varies greatly from state to state—some are much more likely to initiate disciplinary proceedings against individual physicians than others—but speaking generally it seems that only the most egregious cases are likely to interest state medical boards.

17. See generally LEVINE ET AL., supra note 6.
Dissatisfied patients can also sue, when they can find lawyers willing to represent them. Securing a recovery when liability is contested is all but impossible without help from a plaintiffs’ lawyer. Obtaining counsel is harder than one might imagine. Because plaintiffs’ lawyers work on contingency, they screen cases carefully and decline most requests for representation. One study found that a plaintiffs’ law firm declined twenty-nine of thirty requests for representation, a 97 percent rejection rate, and also paid independent physician-experts to review the cases it took. Once cases are accepted, plaintiffs’ lawyers research claims extensively using compulsory process, and they frequently drop cases when new information creates doubt about the merits.

In exchange for accepting a case, a plaintiffs’ lawyer will typically demand a contingent fee of one-third or more of any proceeds plus any expenses incurred. If the case is unsuccessful, the plaintiff need not pay anything. Health insurers who paid for post-injury treatment are entitled to reimbursement out of the proceeds of any malpractice claim. In practice, this means that plaintiffs often walk away with less than half the amount recovered.

When there is a payment, it is most often the result of a voluntary settlement. Relatively few claims (5–10 percent) go to trial, and when the case is tried, defendant-physicians win 75–80 percent of the time. Although the physician is the named defendant, the real party in interest is almost always a private malpractice insurer (from whom the physician has purchased a policy). Physicians rarely use personal assets to satisfy malpractice claims. As a practical matter, the stakes in malpractice suits are capped by the limits of physicians’ insurance coverage, regardless of the severity of patients’ injuries or the amounts that juries believe patients ought to receive.

Federal law requires insurance companies and other entities to report payouts in malpractice cases to the National Practitioner Data Bank (NPDB). Although researchers use the NPDB to study trends in malpractice cases to the National Practitioner Data Bank (NPDB). Although researchers use the NPDB to study trends in malpractice...
tice cases and other matters, neither providers nor regulators appear to use the information it contains to improve quality of care or reduce the frequency of medical errors. State laws require hospitals to report hospital-acquired conditions, including injuries patient suffer as a result of medical mistakes, but under-reporting is rampant. One report found the 90 percent of errors went unreported.

In most states, clinical practice guidelines have not played a material role in malpractice litigation. Such guidelines can serve as either a sword (where deviation from the guideline is deemed to create a prima facie or per se case of malpractice) or a shield (where compliance with the guideline eliminates the possibility of liability). One scholar recently proposed that providers should be immune from civil liability when they comply with treatment guidelines promulgated by private entities, but the private entities would be liable if their guidelines were negligently constructed.

2. No-Fault Liability (Strict Liability)

No-fault liability for medical error has proven far more popular with academics than with legislators. There are only a few pockets of strict-liability for medical malpractice in the United States. Qualifying birth injury cases in Virginia and Florida are excluded from the tort system, and are handled through an administrative system. Ironically, plaintiffs with strong cases prefer to litigate in the tort system, since they can recover a greater amount, while plaintiffs with weak cases prefer the no-fault system. Products liability cases involving medical devices (whether the plaintiff is alleging design or manufacturing defect) also qualify for strict liability treatment.

Vaccine injury cases are handled by the U.S. Court of Federal Claims. The 1986 National Vaccine Injury Act created a no-fault system for handling such claims. Claimants must show that they experienced one of several enumerated adverse effects shortly after vaccination. The burden of proof is the same as in civil litigation—more likely than not. Compensation covers medical and legal expenses, loss of future earning capacity, and up to $250,000 for pain and suffering. There is also a death benefit of up to $250,000. Legal expenses may be compensated as well. The program is funded by an excise tax on every purchased dose of covered vaccine.

C. Limitations on Liability/Contracting out of Liability

As noted previously, many states cap liability exposure for either non-economic or total damages. Table 2 contains a list of these states, and outlines the details of the applicable caps. As Table 2 reflects, there is considerable variation in the design of these caps. We recently published a paper estimating the effect of each of these caps using a common set of cases, and found extraordinary variation in the likely impact. Total damages caps had the largest impact, other design details (e.g., the level of the cap, and whether it scaled based on the number of defendants) mattered as well.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Cap Type</th>
<th>Cap Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$500,000 plus future medical expenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Mexico</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$600,000 plus future medical expenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>Total, non-economic</td>
<td>$1 million total; $300,000 non-economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$1.25 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>Total (hospitals); non-economic</td>
<td>$20,000 total (non-profit hospitals); $500,000 non-economic (all defendants)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$1.75 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia*</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$1.95 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>Non-economic</td>
<td>$250,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho*</td>
<td>Non-economic</td>
<td>$250,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>Non-economic</td>
<td>$250,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montana</td>
<td>Non-economic</td>
<td>$250,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia*</td>
<td>Non-economic</td>
<td>$250,000, except $500,000 in death cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma*</td>
<td>Non-economic</td>
<td>$300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>Non-economic</td>
<td>$250,000-$750,000, depending on number and type of defendants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada</td>
<td>Non-economic</td>
<td>$350,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>Non-economic</td>
<td>Greater of $250,000 or three times economic damages, up to $500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawaii</td>
<td>Non-economic</td>
<td>$375,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>Non-economic</td>
<td>$350,000-$1.05 million, depending on number and type of defendants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Carolina</td>
<td>Non-economic</td>
<td>$350,000-$1.05 million, depending on number</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ber and type of defendants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>Non-economic</td>
<td>$400,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utah</td>
<td>Non-economic</td>
<td>$409,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>Non-economic</td>
<td>$500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi</td>
<td>Non-economic</td>
<td>$500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Dakota</td>
<td>Non-economic</td>
<td>$500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota</td>
<td>Non-economic</td>
<td>$500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland*</td>
<td>Non-economic</td>
<td>$650,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri</td>
<td>Non-economic</td>
<td>$350,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>Non-economic</td>
<td>$500,000, except $1 million in death cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan*</td>
<td>Non-economic</td>
<td>$641,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>Non-economic</td>
<td>$750,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Adjusted for inflation.


There has been considerable academic interest in contracting out of liability. Courts have proven considerably less enthusiastic about such contracts, striking them down on various grounds. However, many states allow contracting into arbitration, or some other form of alternative dispute resolution, as long as certain procedural protections are provided.

D. Immunity from Liability

Federal law eliminates liability for service providers who serve as volunteers in nonprofit institutions, including but not limited to free clinics, as long as the harm was not caused by willful or criminal misconduct, gross negligence, reckless misconduct, or a conscious, flagrant indifference to the rights or safety of the individual harmed by the volunteer. Historically, many states provided for absolute immunity of nonprofit hospitals ("charitable immunity"). Charitable immunity has been almost entirely abrogated, although Massachusetts retains a very low cap on damages in cases involving nonprofit hospitals.

Federal law also exempts doctors and nurses who treat military personnel at hospitals run by the Veterans Administration. Injured patients can receive compensations from the hospitals, however.
II. EMPIRICAL DATA ON MEDICAL ERRORS/ADVERSE EVENTS AND MALPRACTICE LITIGATION

The empirical literature on medical errors/adverse events and malpractice litigation is vast. We address each issue in turn.

A. How Common Are Medical Errors and Adverse Events?

In 2001, the Institute of Medicine made front-page news by estimating that medical errors kill 44,000 to 98,000 hospitalized patients annually and injure many more.26 Recent studies put the number of deaths much higher.27 One source, which studied Medicare patients treated in hospitals from 2000–2002, estimated that almost 195,000 deaths each year “were potentially attributable to . . . patient safety incident[s].”28 Depending on the source, medical error is the eighth-, sixth-, or third-leading cause of death in the U.S.29

Fatal injuries are only the tip of the adverse event/medical error iceberg, since over a million people are injured by medical treatments annually in the U.S. One study concluded that medical errors and quality problems in outpatient care resulted in “116 million extra physician visits, 77 million extra prescriptions, 17 million emergency department visits, 8 million hospitalizations, 3 million long-term admissions [and] 199,000 additional deaths.”30 1.7 million hospitalized patients acquire infections, many of which are preventable, each year. Researchers estimate that approximately 51 million prescriptions filled nationwide contained some type of error, including 3 million mistakes that were potentially harmful. Adverse drug events (ADEs) are estimated to result in more than 770,000 injuries and deaths each year. A study by the HHS Inspector General concluded that 13.5 percent of hospitalized Medicare beneficiaries experienced adverse events during their hospital stays, with 44 percent of these events

26. INST. OF MEDICINE, TO ERR IS HUMAN: BUILDING A SAFER HEALTH SYSTEM 31 (Linda T. Kohn et al. eds., 2000).
28. Id.
“clearly or likely preventable.” The OIG estimated that these adverse events cost the Medicare program roughly $4.4 billion in 2008.

Articles published in a 2011 theme issue of Health Affairs provide a comprehensive portrait of medical injuries and their associated costs. One study finds that a commonly used approach for identifying mistakes captures only one-tenth of the serious adverse events that occurred in hospitals. Using a new method, the Global Trigger Tool developed by the Institute for Healthcare Improvement, the authors found that adverse events occurred in a shocking 33.2 percent of hospital admissions. A second study, which relied on claims data, found that medical errors generate over $17 billion in direct medical costs. A third study attempted to quantify the total social cost of medical errors based on the amounts people are willing to pay to avoid risks to their health. It found that medical errors, which account for 187,000 deaths in hospitals and 6.1 million injuries, entail an annual social cost ranging from $393 billion to $958 billion.

No matter how one slices the data, or where one looks, the evidence is clear that medical errors and adverse events are distressingly common in the U.S. Some of these incidents are attributable to incompetence/inattention by an individual named physician, but many more are the result of systems-level failings, whose frequency is elevated because of the fragmented nature of the U.S. health care system.

B. Malpractice Litigation

The malpractice system deals with medical errors/adverse events after they occur—although it is supposed to create an ex ante incentive to avoid such outcomes. There are many excellent literature reviews of the performance of the medical malpractice system, including several recent book-length treatments. We focus here on the frequency of claiming; compen-
sation patterns (including the efficiency with which the liability system sorts cases); and time trends in claiming and payouts.

1. Claiming Frequency (relative to rate of medical error/adverse events)

Although the conventional wisdom is that Americans are exceptionally litigious, there is evidence that “Americans are no more innately lawsuit prone than the Japanese, the supposed saints of non-litigiousness.”

Studies of patients injured by medical malpractice indicate that “the great majority of patients who sustain a medical injury as a result of negligence do not sue.”

One researcher estimates that ten to twenty claims are asserted for every 100 malpractice-related injuries. Rather than show that Americans sue too often, “the medical setting has provided the strongest evidence that the real tort crisis may consist in too few claims.”

The first major study, which focused on patients hospitalized in California in 1974, estimated that negligent injuries exceeded malpractice claims by a factor of ten. Later studies, which focused on patients hospitalized in New York and Colorado/Utah, found ratios of negligent injuries

---

38. Studdert et al., supra note 8, at 2025.
to lawsuits roughly in the range of 5–7:1. Other sources also find that injuries greatly outnumber lawsuits.\(^\text{43}\)

Looking outside of peer-reviewed journals, one finds ample evidence that the frequency of errors greatly exceeds the number of claims. At the national level, in 2000 there were roughly 87,000 medical malpractice lawsuits filed—but that figure is less than the IOM’s upper-end estimate of a modest subset of medical errors (i.e., those that result in death).\(^\text{44}\) At the state level, in 2009, a Florida agency received reports of 4,137 injury incidents from medical facilities but the number of new malpractice claims was only 855.\(^\text{45}\) The same pattern is replicated in earlier years.\(^\text{46}\) Finally, a study of 1,047 patients at a Chicago hospital found that although 17.7 percent experienced “one or more errors with a serious injury,” only thirty nine (3.7 percent) requested their medical records, only five (<0.5 percent) sent letters of complaint, and only thirteen (1.2 percent) brought a claim.\(^\text{47}\)

2. Compensation Patterns and Time Trends

Empirical studies of those who initiate malpractice claims show that injuries tend to be severe, that the size of payouts correlates with injury severity (other than a “death-discount”), that patients are undercompensated, and that the patients who suffer the worst injuries recover the


47. Andrews, supra note 40, at 370; see also Andrews et al., supra note 43, at 311–12.
smallest portions of their losses. Comparing plaintiffs' economic losses—mainly, their past and future medical costs and their lost wages or expected income—to the amounts they received, one study found that malpractice victims "tended to be under-compensated, and [that] the fraction of loss recovered tended to be less for the most severe injuries and for deaths, in particular for infants."

Injury severity is often ranked on a 9-level scale developed by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC). The lowest rankings, 1–4, are for less serious injuries from which people usually recover, such as burns, infections, scars, and emotional harms. Levels 5–8 are for permanent injuries, which range from minor (loss of fingers or other non-disabling injuries) to grave (quadriplegia, severe brain damage, or fatal prognosis). The highest ranking, 9, is used when the victim died.

Malpractice actions tend to involve injuries with high NAIC scores. Table 3 compares the distribution of injuries in closed malpractice claim databases maintained by Florida, Illinois, and Missouri, and the payouts for injuries with the specified NAIC scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAIC Scale</th>
<th>NAIC Description</th>
<th>Florida</th>
<th>Illinois</th>
<th>Missouri</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Median Payout</td>
<td>Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Emotional</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>$25k</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Slight</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>$16k</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Minor</td>
<td>1,371</td>
<td>$50k</td>
<td>452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Major</td>
<td>842</td>
<td>$79k</td>
<td>308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Minor</td>
<td>1,406</td>
<td>$108k</td>
<td>346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Significant</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>$250k</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

49. Frank A. Sloan, Policy Implications, in SUING FOR MEDICAL MALPRACTICE 211, 220 (Frank A. Sloan et al. eds., 1993).
50. Whether the NAIC scale accurately tracks human assessments of injury severity is unclear. Injuries classified as minor or temporary on the NAIC's 9-level scale may seem serious when examined closely. See Allen J. Hart et al., Multidimensional Perceptions of Illness and Injury, 2 CURRENT RES. SOC. PSYCHOL. 30 (Sept. 11, 1997), available at http://www.uiowa.edu/~grpproc/crisp/crisp2.4.htm.
Death cases account for roughly one-third of the claims in each state. In combination, death cases and cases with permanent non-fatal injuries constitute 66–80 percent of each dataset. The closed claim database assembled for the 2006 Harvard study had a similar injury distribution.\(^5\)

Table 3 shows that payouts increase as injuries become more severe. In all three states, the median payouts for claims with temporary injuries are considerably smaller than those for permanent injuries. The relationship is not linear within the permanent injury category. Injuries with lower NAIC rankings sometimes have higher median payouts than more serious injuries. In all three states, injuries with NAIC rankings of 6–8 also generate higher median payouts than death cases. A study of paid claims by children against emergency department physicians found the same pattern: payments increased with injury severity until the injury was death, at which point payouts declined.\(^5\) These results are not surprising. The liability system compensates proven economic and non-economic damages, subject to any caps the state may impose. Injury severity and damages do not always correlate. For example, death is at the high end of severity, but not of damages. Injuries with long-term consequences, such as ongoing needs for health care services, entail higher costs and generate higher payouts.

Studies of tried malpractice cases turn up the same patterns: serious injuries predominate and verdicts generally track injury severity. Using a sample of medical malpractice trials drawn from large counties nationwide, the Bureau of Justice Statistics found that 90 percent of medical malprac-
tice trials involved plaintiffs who claimed malpractice had caused death or permanent injury. The BJS also quantified how injury severity affected damages awards: "Median award amounts for medical malpractice trials arising from death claims ($837k) and permanent injuries ($412k) were higher than the median awards for medical malpractice trials that stemmed from temporary injuries ($77k)." 

A study of California jury verdicts with large non-economic awards also reported that serious injuries predominated and that verdicts varied with injury severity: "[I]n general, plaintiffs’ injuries were severe: Approximately half resulted in death, grave injury, or major injury. No claims involved emotional or insignificant injury exclusively, and only 3 percent involved temporary minor injury." Non-economic damages and the chance of a multi-million dollar verdict correlated strongly with injury severity. 

How are payouts changing over time? One often hears that payments on malpractice claims have skyrocketed. This assertion is sometimes supported by unrepresentative anecdotes or by industry-supported studies that use unpublished data and that fail to adjust for inflation or changes in the mix of injuries. Better studies find that payments are stable or declining. For example, the Missouri Department of Insurance examined 6,694 malpractice claims that closed with payments from 1990–2001. Using a time series regression model that controlled for health care inflation, real wages, and injury severity, the model showed that Missouri’s liability system became stingier over time. "Without increases in health care costs and average wages, and if injury severities remained constant, average payments would have decreased fairly significantly during the 1990s." A subsequent study of claims closed 1990–2006 revealed that claim frequency was not...
also stable or declining. The study did not control for increases in the volume of health care services delivered—even though from 1991–2004, total health care spending almost doubled.

A study of Florida closed claims found that claim frequency held level from 1990–1997, averaging about 2,600 claims per year. Paid claims, however, grew in number from 1990–2003, roughly in line with Florida’s rising population but more slowly than Florida’s supply of physicians. Paid claims per 100 doctors fell from 3.98 in 1990 to 3.33 in 2002; mean and median payments for claims with a positive payout increased substantially. The number of $1 million payments also increased. The authors attributed the increase in payment size to a significant increase in the severity of the injuries, and to larger awards within injury severity categories, possibly driven by the growing cost of health care.

Another team of authors evaluated trends in claims and payments by drawing on reports of malpractice settlements filed with the National Practitioner Databank (NPDB) between 1991 and 2003. Their sample contained 184,506 reports concerning physicians in all fifty states. They found that the frequency of paid claims was stable. The number of payments per 100k persons fell slightly, from 5.2 to 5.0. Real payout increased 52 percent, an average of 4 percent per year. Most of the growth was concentrated in claims with payments below the top 10 percent of the distribution.

Another set of authors studied payments on malpractice claims involving urologists in New York State. They examined 469 claims closed from 1985–2004. The number of files averaged twenty-two per year and showed no time trend, but the inflation-adjusted average indemnity payment increased by 191 percent over the period they studied. Because the sample included only claims against urologists practicing in New York State, it seems unlikely that changes in the case mix account for the increase. However, results controlling for case characteristics were not reported.

Finally, another team of authors calculated physician malpractice liability per $1k in health care expenditures (measured two ways), and showed that the ratio changed little over time. The stability of the ratio led


them to conclude that "rising medical costs, which contribute to the size of compensatory awards, may explain a sizable portion of payment growth, consistent with other findings."\footnote{63}

What of jury verdicts? Although one often hears that jury verdicts have skyrocketed and vary irrationally, "[s]cholarly work on trends in jury verdict awards . . . generally finds little support for the more pessimistic view of runaway juries and increasingly generous awards."\footnote{64} The research is well known and has been summarized many times.\footnote{65} We focus on the most recent studies.

In 2004, the Institute for Civil Justice at RAND released an impressive study of jury verdicts in tort cases.\footnote{66} The authors compiled a database of jury verdicts covering a span of forty years (1960–1999) from state courts in San Francisco County, California and Cook County, Illinois. Their sources were jury verdict reporters in both states. The dataset included "all medical malpractice, other professional malpractice, product liability, automobile, common carrier, and premises liability verdicts, as well as other tort cases such as civil rights cases and intentional torts."\footnote{67} Looking at only trials with verdicts for plaintiffs, the RAND study found a substantial increase in the real average award and a smaller increase in the real median award. However, "case characteristics, claimed nonmedical economic losses, and claimed medical losses account[ed] for essentially all the observed growth in average tort awards in San Francisco County and Cook County over this time period."\footnote{68}

This study did not distinguish verdicts from payments. Yet, when jurors award plaintiffs large amounts of money, defendants rarely pay the full amount. Verdicts are often adjusted downwards because of judicial remitititur, private pre-judgment contracts between the parties (called "high/low

\footnote{63. Chandra et al., supra note 61, at 247.}

\footnote{64. Seth A. Seabury et al., Forty Years of Civil Jury Verdicts, 1 J. OF EMPIRICAL LEG. STUD. 1, 2 (2004); see also Philip G. Peters Jr., Health Courts, 88 B.U. L. Rev. 227, 38–41 (2008).}
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agreements," which may sometimes increase payments as well), as part of settlement negotiations to avoid an appeal, or simply because defendants have limited insurance, and it isn't worth pursuing "blood money." As verdict size increases, downward post-verdict adjustments become both more likely and bigger. The first studies comparing verdicts and payments appeared in the 1990s. These studies found that large verdicts were reduced substantially, with defendants often paying but a small fraction of jury awards. More recently, Vidmar has produced single-state reports covering Florida, Illinois, and Pennsylvania. These reports find that defendants usually paid much less than juries awarded when verdicts exceeded $1 million.

Research on closed malpractice claims in Texas also finds that plaintiffs discount verdicts significantly when settling, and that plaintiffs with the largest verdicts incur the largest reductions, in both percentage terms and absolute dollars. Seventy-five percent of plaintiffs received payouts below their verdicts (adjusted for pre- and post-judgment interest). The mean (median) discount per case was 29 percent (19 percent), and the aggregate reduction for all plaintiffs who won at trial was 56 percent.

3. Impact of Caps on Non-Economic Damages

A sizeable empirical literature studies the impact of non-economic caps on verdicts, claim frequency, malpractice insurance payouts, malpractice premiums, defensive medicine, physician supply, overall health insurance premiums, mortality rates, and more. Some studies are peer reviewed, but many findings appear in government reports, non-peer reviewed journals, and policy papers. Recent reviews of this literature are easily found. This discussion therefore focuses on the small number of peer-reviewed studies of caps of all types that is based on case- or claim-level data. These

69. Vidmar, Gross & Rose, supra note 65, at 280, 298.
studies find that caps have the effect one would predict: they cut deeply into verdicts with sizeable awards of non-economic damages.

California's Medical Injury Compensation Reform Act (MICRA) statute capped non-economic damages at $250,000 in 1975. However, because the allowed amount is not adjusted for inflation, the MICRA cap is much less generous now than when it was imposed. Two studies have examined the impact of the MICRA cap on verdicts. Using the California Jury Verdicts Weekly, one set of authors gathered data on 152 malpractice cases tried from 1985 to 2002, in which the jury's award of non-economic damages was both ascertainable and in excess of the cap. Across the entire sample, the non-econ cap reduced the aggregated total verdict by 34 percent, from $390 million to $253 million. Considering only the portion of verdicts directed to non-economic damages, the aggregate reduction was 73 percent. Non-economic damage awards correlated positively with injury severity as measured on the NAIC scale, except when the injury was death. For this reason, the MICRA cap hit plaintiffs with severe injuries especially hard: "The mean reductions for grave injury were seven times larger than those for minor injury; the differences in medians for these two levels of injury differed by a factor of three." Plaintiffs with pain or disfigurement experienced the largest reductions in their verdicts. As the authors noted, "because verdicts for injuries such as deafness, numbness, disfigurement, and chronic pain attracted relatively small economic damages awards, imposition of the cap eliminated most of the award" in cases with these injuries. No evidence indicated that the MICRA cap affected female or elderly plaintiffs more than others.

Another study examined 257 California jury verdicts decided from 1995–1999, also using California Jury Verdicts Weekly as its data source. It found that the non-economic cap applied in 45 percent of cases and reduced the aggregate jury award 30 percent, from $421 million to $295 million. The cap affected death cases more often than cases with non-fatal injuries (58 percent versus 41 percent):

The median reduction in capped-death cases was $459,000, compared with $286,000 for injury cases, and the median percentage reduction in total awards when the cap was imposed was 49 percent, compared with 28 percent in injury cases. The reason for these deep percentage cuts in total award size for death cases is that, on average, death cases receive

73. See Studdert et al., supra note 57, at 54–67.
74. Id. at 60.
75. Id. at 62.
relatively low awards for economic damages compared with the awards originally granted by juries for non-economic damages.\footnote{77} This study also found that the MICRA cap affected some types of plaintiffs more than others. The MICRA cap reduced verdicts in 71 percent of cases with verdicts in favor of infants, and the median reduction for this group was $1.5 million, “far more than the median for individual plaintiffs with injury claims ($268,000).”\footnote{78} As a percentage of total awards, however, infants fared better than others—22 percent versus 32 percent for all plaintiffs—because infants’ economic awards were relatively large. Awards were reduced for 67 percent of plaintiffs aged sixty-five years or older, but the plaintiffs had the smallest median dollar reduction. Females suffered larger median reductions than males—34 percent versus 25 percent.

Another study focused on a nationwide sample of 322 jury verdict cases decided from 1984-2005 involving urologists that appeared in an online database.\footnote{79} Jurors found for the defendant in slightly over half the cases, a far higher plaintiff success rate than is found in malpractice trials more generally. The authors adjusted the gross verdicts to reflect the degree of negligence attributed to the urologist so as to take account of the influence of comparative negligence statutes on defendants’ financial responsibility. The states covered by the sample included some that enacted or repealed caps during the period. The authors controlled for whether a cap was in effect when a trial occurred. The findings were mixed:

[s]tates with caps had lower median verdict or settlement amounts compared to states without caps ($350,000 vs $491,500), suggesting that limits on noneconomic damages may have had an impact. However, in the 12 states that did and did not have caps during the study period the median verdict or settlement during the time without limits on damages was only $150,000, suggesting that the implementation of caps did not decrease median awards.\footnote{80}

The authors do not indicate whether they adjusted verdicts or settlements for inflation, and it appears that the numbers reported were based on jury verdicts—not on actual payments. (This is a significant weakness: as described above and below, defendants and their insurers often pay plaintiffs much less than juries award.) Determining whether particular cases are subject to a damages cap is difficult, because the effective date of the stat-

\footnote{77} Id. at xxi.  
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ute is usually tied to filing date, and not the date a trial occurred.\textsuperscript{81} Finally, the unusually high plaintiff win rate suggests that defense victories were under-reported, a problem that affects jury verdict reporters in general.

4. Accuracy of the Liability System

Health care providers and other critics of the tort system contend that it allocates payments haphazardly—like a policeman handing out more tickets to those who comply with the traffic laws than to those who run red lights.\textsuperscript{82} However, the weight of the evidence suggests that the system distinguishes between valid and invalid claims reasonably well, but is far from perfect.\textsuperscript{83} Indeed, “over the past several years, a consensus has emerged among academic observers that the medical malpractice system operates, overall, in a rational and predictable way. There is a clear connection between the quality of the case, expressed in terms of likely liability, and compensation.”\textsuperscript{84} At least in the U.S., the largest problem appears to be the frequency with which the tort system \textit{denies} compensation to patients with \textit{valid} claims.

One recent study assessed accuracy by obtaining insurer’s assessments of care quality for malpractice claims filed in North Carolina courts after the underlying cases had been resolved. “Money was paid in 78\% of cases that were evaluated as having probable liability, in 73.7\% of cases in which liability was assessed as uncertain, and in 33.3\% of cases in which liability was viewed as unlikely.”\textsuperscript{85} Concordance between the evaluations of the plaintiff’s attorney and the defense attorney also correlated with the likelihood of payment.


\textsuperscript{83} See BAKER, supra note 36; Hyman & Silver, supra note 48, at 1087; SLOAN & CHEPKE, supra note 36.

\textsuperscript{84} Catherine T. Harris et al., \textit{Does Being a Repeat Player Make a Difference? The Impact of Attorney Experience and Case-Picking on the Outcome of Medical Malpractice Lawsuits}, 8 YALE J. HEALTH POLY L. & ETHICS 253, 261 (2008).

\textsuperscript{85} Id. at 272.
Two studies examined the quality of care and the resolutions of forty-two closed malpractice claims against neurologists, all of which were covered by the same insurer.86 The first study focused on "whether the neurologist committed harmful, preventable errors"; the second focused on whether errors occurred that were harmful and negligent. The neurologist-authors reviewed all the information in the insurer’s files to make these determinations. The authors then compared their assessments of the neurological services to the outcome, framed as whether a payment on behalf of the neurologist was made. Table 4 displays the results of both studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Accuracy of Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmful substandard care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriate care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: p=0.034 (two-tailed Fisher’s exact test).

Of the nineteen claims found to have harmful substandard care, only a minority (32 percent) closed with payments; the plaintiffs in the remaining cases received no compensation from the culpable neurologists. Accuracy was significantly better for claims with appropriate care. Of these twenty-three claims, 96 percent closed without payments on behalf of the treating neurologists. As the authors summarized their findings, "a plaintiff was eight times more likely to receive payment if the defendant had rendered substandard care than if the defendant had not (32 percent vs. 4 percent)."87

In 2006, researchers affiliated with Harvard University School of Public Health studied the malpractice system’s accuracy using a random sample of 1,452 closed claim files from a geographically diverse group of five insurance carriers.88 The files contained all materials available to the insurers, including litigation-related materials like expert witnesses’ opinions, and were supplemented with medical records obtained from the insureds. The researchers then assigned physicians trained in the relevant specialty to review the files. The reviewers determined whether an injury occurred, how severe it was, and whether a treatment error caused it. They also gauged the strength of the evidence showing that an error occurred on a 6-

87. Cranberg et al., *supra* note 86, at 160.
88. Studdert et al., *supra* note 8, at 2025.
level scale ranging from "virtually certain evidence" (6) to "little or no evidence" (1).

According to the reviewers, nearly all the claims in the sample involved treatment-related injuries. Ninety percent of the injuries were physical, and most were severe. In 26 percent of the cases, the patient died. The correlation between errors and payments was strong. The "right" result (error/payment or no error/no payment) occurred about 73 percent of the time. Error claims predominated in the sample, accounting for 64 percent of all claims and 84 percent of all indemnity payments. The strength of the evidence of error mattered as well: "The probability of payment increased monotonically with reviewers' confidence that an error had occurred."89

The system's biggest failings were: (1) its tendency to withhold payments from deserving claimants, (2) the time it took to resolve claims, and (3) the loading costs it entailed. For example, "[o]ne in six claims involved errors and received no payment"—with false negatives (error/no payment) 1.6 times more likely than false positives (no error/payment).

A follow-up study used multivariate regression to identify factors that were associated with false negatives and false positives.90 For false negatives (unpaid error claims), trials were the most important predictor. For false positives (paid non-error claims), the best predictors were infant patients and institutional defendants (e.g., hospitals). Clarity of evidence also mattered. Both types of error were less common when insurers and reviewers were confident in their assessments of the quality of care.

5. Frivolous Lawsuits

Reform advocates have attacked the malpractice liability system on the grounds that the way in which plaintiffs lawyers are compensated (i.e., with fees contingent on recovery) encourages them to bring frivolous lawsuits in the hopes of winning the "litigation lottery." These frivolous lawsuits reportedly drive up health care costs and discourage health care providers.91 As we have observed elsewhere, the argument that frivolous lawsuits are common, or represent a viable business strategy for plaintiffs' attorneys, is problematic. Malpractice carriers know how to evaluate

89. Id. at 2028.
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claims, and they only pay claims they think have merit. Knowing this, plaintiff’s lawyers have little incentive to take weak cases—and they quickly drop such cases once it becomes apparent they are weak. Nor can patients sue successfully without a lawyer’s help. In Texas, for example, fewer than 1 percent of paid malpractice claims involved pro se litigants who filed complaints on their own.

To be sure, most claims turn out to lack merit, if one judges solely by whether compensation is paid. But, it follows neither that these claims were frivolous nor that payment was properly denied. Since non-negligent treatment is the rule, even a small error rate in screening will result in a substantial number of cases that lack merit being initiated, and subsequently dropped. Further, many cases involve judgment and “close calls.” These factors suggest we should be cautious in ascribing frivolity to the observed patterns.

6. Cost of Medical Errors/Adverse Events

Estimates of the aggregate cost of medical errors and adverse events are impressively high, although there is inevitably some “squishiness” in the estimates. In its 1999 report, the Institute of Medicine estimated that medical errors cost the U.S. between $17 and $29 billion per year. In 2008, the Agency for Health Care Research and Quality estimated that surgical errors cost nearly $1.5 billion per year. In 2006, drug-related errors were estimated to cost as much as $3.5 billion per year. A 2008 study by a health care consulting firm put the cost of all adverse events at $19.5 billion, while a 2003 study by AHRQ pegged the cost of avoidable
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adverse events in the hospital at $4.6 billion per year.\textsuperscript{99} The aggregate social cost of these medical errors has been estimated to range up to $958 billion per year.\textsuperscript{100}

Who bears the cost of these medical errors and adverse events? One study of inpatients in Colorado and Utah found that "[o]n average, hospitals externalized 78 percent of the costs of all injuries and 70 percent of the costs of negligent injuries."\textsuperscript{101} An earlier study found that hospitals internalized roughly two-thirds of the cost of negligent treatment, but that study focused only on the costs of inpatient treatment, and excluded other costs, such as lost earnings and non-economic damages.\textsuperscript{102}

7. Cost of the Liability System

The direct costs of the malpractice liability system are widely estimated to be on the order of $20–$30 billion per year. What about the indirect costs (principally defensive medicine)? Tort reform advocates claim that defensive medicine costs $100–$300 billion per year, but empirical studies put the cost much lower.

Kessler and McClellan performed the first rigorous studies of the impact of tort reforms on health care spending.\textsuperscript{103} Using longitudinal data on Medicare beneficiaries who received cardiac treatments in hospitals in three years (1984, 1987, and 1990), they found that damages caps and other reforms that limited liability directly reduced post-treatment medical spending by 5–9 percent, without adverse health effects. Other tort reforms did not produce statistically significant spending reductions. Kessler and McClellan subsequently reanalyzed their data while controlling for managed care penetration, and found smaller but still significant results.\textsuperscript{104}

In their original article, Kessler and McClellan observed that "if our results are generalizable to other medical expenditures outside the hospital, to other illnesses, and to younger patients, then direct [tort] reforms could
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lead to expenditure reductions of well over $50 billion per year without serious adverse consequences for health outcomes."105 Tort reform advocates played up Kessler and McClellan’s number and played down their qualification. One stated flatly that nationwide tort reform would save “well over $50 billion a year.”106 In 2002, the Department of Health & Human Services issued a report that relied on Kessler and McClellan, and concluded that tort reform “would save $70–$126 billion in health care costs per year.”107

Recent studies have suggested the cost of defensive medicine is far lower. In 2004, the Congressional Budget Office reported that when it applied Kessler and McClellan’s methods to a broader range of medical conditions, “it found no evidence that restrictions on tort liability reduce medical spending.”108 A study by Sloan and Shadle that covered more conditions and a longer span of years also produced insignificant results.109 A recent study’s findings are summed up by its title: there are “low costs” associated with defensive medicine, and “small savings from tort reform.”110 Other studies have found stronger evidence of defensive medicine. One recent study found that health care spending was 3–4 percent lower in states that had adopted tort reform,111 and another review put the cost of defensive medicine at $45.6 billion, while acknowledging the poor quality of the evidence supporting this figure.112

Using Medicare data, we are currently analyzing the relationship between claim rates, tort reform, and health care spending in Texas. Our results indicate that malpractice risk does not significantly affect health care spending.113

III. ATTITUDES AND CONCERNS ABOUT THE LIABILITY AND COMPENSATION SYSTEMS

In the United States, trial lawyers and the tort system are exceedingly unpopular. There is certainly plenty of room for improvement in the tort system, but the degree of unpopularity probably has something to do with the existence of a determined, decades-long campaign framing the issues around depictions of greedy and predatory trial lawyers, frivolous lawsuits, and biased judges. The American Tort Reform Association serves as an umbrella organization, and annually designates several locations as "judicial hellholes." The U.S. Chamber of Commerce has an Institute for Legal Reform that funds a wide range of initiatives and lobbies heavily for tort reform. The Manhattan Institute has a Center for Legal Policy that issues periodic reports on such subjects as "Trial Lawyers, Inc." Multiple states have similar entities that focus on the specific issues within their state (e.g., the Illinois Lawsuit Abuse Watch). And there are a host of smaller organizations (e.g., Citizens Against Lawsuit Abuse, Stop Lawsuit Abuse, and People for a FAIR Legal System). These groups have used a wide array of strategies to get their message out, including lobbying, advertisements, starting their own newspapers, distributing plush toys at state fairs, and multiple other modes of communication.

Polling data indicates these efforts have been quite successful. A poll conducted in November 2010 by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, found that 88 percent of those polled (1,000 voters who cast ballots in the 2010 mid-term election) "believe[d] there [were] too many "meritless" lawsuits, while eight out of ten want[ed] the next Congress to continue reforming the legal system." It is no accident that the Association of Trial Lawyers of America (ATLA) changed its name in 2006 to the American Association for Justice. A contemporaneous article stated "the switch was viewed as an

acknowledgment that trial lawyers are unpopular and losing the public relations battle.”

Plaintiffs’ lawyers are exceedingly unpopular, and so is the tort system—and there are plenty of reasons for dissatisfaction with the performance of the tort system. Unfortunately, it does not follow that the reforms that are enacted will actually address the known pathologies of the tort system. For several decades, the field of play has been frozen in a debate over the desirability of caps on non-economic damages—which are, at best, a partial solution to a relatively minor problem. Even if damages caps were a perfect solution to all the problems of the tort system (which even proponents do not claim), it appears that most of the states that are likely to adopt damages caps have already done so.

IV. WHY DO THINGS LOOK THE WAY THEY DO?

As we have written previously, one can explain many of the features of the U.S. medical error/adverse event/malpractice landscape by focusing on the applicable incentives that result from the institutional choices imbedded in the U.S. health care financing/delivery and litigation systems. For example, injured patients rarely sue because some medical errors are hard to spot, and because most errors inflict harms that are small or temporary. By contrast, those who file lawsuits are seriously injured, and the severity skew appears to be increasing over time (as tort reform makes cases involving less severe injuries nonviable). Given the costs and delays of litigation, patients with lesser injuries are usually better off letting the matter drop (“lumping it”), complaining, changing providers, or seeking assistance from regulators.

Financial need is also an important motivating factor for patients. Because first-party health insurance generally covers treatment costs, the desire to sue is often weak. As noted previously, first-party insurance also makes litigation less profitable for claimants because first-party carriers are entitled to recoup the amounts they have advanced through subrogation.
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V. WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED BY STUDYING TEXAS?

Over the past decade, along with several co-authors, we have used an enormous database of closed claims to assess the performance of the malpractice liability system in Texas. In this section, we will highlight a selection of our findings that shed light on the issues discussed in this article.

A. Who Decides Malpractice Cases?

Physicians hate and fear juries, and doubt their competence to decide complex malpractice cases. This is true even though many studies find that physicians win most malpractice trials and despite the fact that trials are comparatively rare. Most malpractice cases are either dropped by plaintiffs or resolved with voluntary payments before trial. Settlements occurred in 97.5 percent of the Texas malpractice claims that closed with payments from 1988–2002. Settlements also accounted for 95 percent of the total dollars paid.

B. Does it Matter How Much the Jury Awards in a Malpractice Case?

Providers and their insurers often contend that jury awards are rising quickly and driving up costs. In Texas, we found no time trend in jury awards after adjusting for general inflation. We also learned that the absolute amount a jury awards a plaintiff matters a lot less than one might think because awards are routinely discounted in settlement negotiations. In other words, defendants and their insurers usually pay much less than juries award. Over the dataset as a whole, they paid less than half the amount that was awarded (including pre-judgment interest).

As noted previously, awards are discounted for several reasons, including appellate reversals and reductions required by statutory damages caps. But the biggest factor was that voluntary settlements occur in the shadow of providers’ policy limits. If the policy limits are $500,000, it doesn’t matter whether the jury awards $1 million, $5 million, or $50 million. The plaintiff is likely to recover at most $500,000. The rest of the award will be written off. In practical effect, policy limits cap recoveries.
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Because large jury verdicts are more likely to exceed providers' insurance limits, they are discounted the most substantially in settlement negotiations. The size of the discount, which we refer to as a "haircut," increases in both percentage terms and absolute dollars as the size of the award rises. The plaintiffs who won the largest jury awards (and who presumably had the most severe injuries and the greatest needs) sacrificed the most when settling their claims. In the small fraction of cases with payments exceeding the primary policy limits, the payments usually come from insurers, not providers. Providers have little to fear in the way of personal liability from jury awards, at least in Texas medical malpractice cases.

C. How Much Coverage Do Physicians Have?

Because injured patients recover almost exclusively from providers' insurance, it is important to know how much insurance providers maintain and whether the size of their policies has changed over time. Texas does not regulate the amount of coverage doctors must obtain. Consequently, doctors may carry as much or as little insurance as they want.

The conventional wisdom is that providers carry policies with occurrence and aggregate annual limits of $1 million and $3 million, respectively, but this is not true in Texas. Considering only providers with paid claims—the most important group from the perspective of injured patients and physicians—the median policy limit across all years was $500,000 (nominal). Only 37 percent of providers with paid claims had insurance policies with per occurrence limits of $1 million or more (nominal). Thirty-two percent carried $200,000 or less (nominal) in coverage. Physicians whose paid claims concerned the treatment of newborn infants carried less insurance than others, but had a higher risk of making an out-of-pocket payment.

The real amount of insurance available to cover patients' losses also declined dramatically over time. From 1988–1999, the policy years in the dataset for which the collection of claims was likely to be complete, the real mean and median limits for physicians fell by about 30 percent. The decline would be even larger if discounted to reflect the real increase in medical costs. Texas appears to be rapidly reaching a point at which undercompensation of claimants will be unavoidable because doctors carry insufficient insurance.
D. Do Changes in the Tort System (i.e., increases in the number of claims, or payouts per claim) Help Explain the Malpractice Crises that Hit the United States in 2000–2003?

Every decade or so, the price of malpractice insurance spikes. When this happens, providers and their insurers routinely blame the legal system, contending that claim rates and jury awards are shooting skyward. Because our Texas data starts in 1988, we cannot say anything useful about the malpractice crises that occurred in the 1970s and 1980s. We can say, however, that the insurance crisis that hit Texas in 2000–2003 was driven by forces operating outside the liability system. During the years immediately preceding this crisis and throughout the crisis years themselves, the number of claims (controlling for population) and the dollars paid per claim (controlling for inflation) held steady or declined. Defense costs rose at a healthy clip, but they did not constitute a sufficiently large share of total payouts to drive a malpractice crisis. They also rose steadily, rather than suddenly, making them poor candidates to explain insurance price spikes. Thus, insurance-side dynamics provide the most likely explanation for the premium spikes that occurred in 2000–2003.

E. Impact of Tort Reforms on Claim Frequency and Payouts

If the object of tort reform is to reduce the amount of money that flows through the liability system, the package of lawsuit restrictions Texas adopted in 2003 was a spectacular success. After being fairly stable for the preceding decade, the number of paid claims per 100,000 Texas residents fell by 57 percent from 2004–2008. The decline was not evenly spread across age categories, however. The frequency of claims involving babies and children declined by 41 percent, while the number of claims involving non-elderly and elderly adults fell by roughly 65 percent. Over the same period, claim severity, defined as the payout per capita for all claims with payouts exceeding $25,000 (in 1988 dollars), dropped by 29 percent for non-elderly claimants and 33 percent for elderly claimants. Combined, these findings imply a 75 percent drop in total payouts.

Anecdotal evidence also reflects the strong impact of the 2003 tort reform legislation. In 2009, claims intake at the Texas Medical Liability Trust (TMLT), the state’s largest malpractice carrier, was “approximately half of the amount [TMLT] experienced in the years prior to tort reform,”

even though the number of insured physicians increased.128 In 2009, TMLT's "[t]otal trial losses . . . amounted to less than $1 million, one of the lowest trial loss years ever recorded."129 All told, TMLT attributes a 50 percent decline in the cost of medical liability insurance to the 2003 reforms.130 Other medical malpractice carriers have also reduced prices substantially.

CONCLUSION

Readers should now understand that the manner in which the United States seeks to protect patients from avoidable harms is dysfunctional. Although the rhetoric of patient safety is heard everywhere, the fragmentation of the health care delivery system reduces accountability, and the predominant "encounter-based, quality-insensitive, fee-for-service" payment system fails to incentivize providers to deliver error-free care. To the contrary, customary payment arrangements, which compensate providers for the additional services injured patients require, make medical errors profitable and discourage providers from making desirable improvements.

The system for compensating injured patients is also nothing to brag about. Because it is expensive and slow, it is only a viable option for patients with severe injuries and large damages. These are also the only patients that can find plaintiffs' attorneys—since their cases are the only ones with damages large enough to justify acceptance by a plaintiff's attorney who is working on contingency. Small claims have too little profit potential to support a credible threat of going to trial, and without that threat, a plaintiffs' attorney cannot force an insurer to pay. The result is dramatic underclaiming—which makes it difficult for the liability system to play a substantial role in quality improvement.

In the words that concluded the Harry and Louise commercial that helped sink the Clinton health reform bill in 1994, "there's got to be a better way." To date, the United States has not yet found it.
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